For the last several years, research in my laboratory has been focused on studying the developmental and environmental control of dry-matter partitioning in peach *Prunus persica* (L.) Batsch. trees, based on the concept that plants grow as collections of semiautonomous but interacting organs. This concept assumes that plant genotype, triggered by developmental and environmental signals, determines current organ-specific growth potentials, and that environmental conditions dictate conditional growth capacity and respiration (both growth and maintenance) requirements of each organ at any specific time. Dry-matter partitioning at any given time is then determined by the availability of resources to be partitioned, the conditional growth capacity and maintenance requirements of each organ, and the relative ability of each organ to compete for the resources. In this paper I will present a set of five guiding principles for understanding how developmental patterns of various organs influence dry-matter partitioning within the tree over time, and propose an hypothesis for how environmental conditions may influence partitioning on a diurnal basis.

Most of the concepts that are communicated in this paper have evolved from a concerted effort to study and understand the functional carbon economy of mature, bearing peach trees. This research has been focused on the development of a mechanistically based computer simulation model, PEACH, that incorporates and integrates tree and crop growth and productivity functions in response to genetic background, changes in developmental patterns and exposure to variable environments (Grossman and DeJong, 1994b). Although a long-term
practical goal of this modeling effort is to be able to predict the tree growth and crop yield responses of commercial peach tree orchards, the primary scientific objective is to develop a conceptual framework for understanding how fruit trees function in the field environment. We chose an economic approach to modeling because tree and crop growth and development are ultimately a function of the accumulation, distribution, and use of carbohydrates and mineral resources. Thus, the model and our experimental research in the development of the model has two major components, carbon assimilation and carbon distribution.

CARBON ASSIMILATION

Although modeling of carbon assimilation in tree crops is substantially more complex than in annual row crops because of increased variation and complexities in canopy characteristics of trees, the conceptual basis for understanding canopy functioning in both types of crops is similar. Thus, in our model we chose to use the concepts and approaches developed in the annual row crop model SUCROS >86 (Simple and Universal Crop Growth Simulator, van Keulen et al., 1982; van Knaalingen and Spitters, 1986), which explicitly simulates total daily canopy photosynthesis by Gaussian integration of the instantaneous rate of leaf photosynthesis over canopy depth and diurnal light conditions (Goudriaan, 1986; Kropff et al., 1987).

The assimilation module of SUCROS >86 was modified to account for the discontinuous canopy within a peach orchard using empirical data on the seasonal pattern of daily light interception to adjust the effective leaf area index throughout the day (DeJong and Goudriaan, 1989b). The light-saturated, instantaneous photosynthetic rate (DeJong and Doyle, 1985; DeJong et al., 1989) was adjusted for the effect of air temperature (Grossman, unpublished data), leaf age (DeJong and Doyle, 1984), and canopy depth (DeJong and Doyle, 1985).

DRY-MATTER PARTITIONING

Developing a modeling approach for carbon or dry-matter partitioning in peach trees is more complex and conceptually challenging than estimating carbon assimilation. Because trees are large, indeterminate, and vary greatly with genetic background, accumulated environmental exposure, and management practices; a simulation model cannot be developed based on empirically derived partitioning coefficients. Over the past few years there has been a developing consensus that carbohydrate partitioning in plant is primarily driven by growth and development of individual organs (Farrar, 1993; Gifford and Evans, 1981; Ho, 1988; Marcelis, 1994; Watson and Casper, 1984). Thus, we approached the problem of carbon partitioning in peach trees by beginning to characterize and quantify the developmental patterns and growth requirements of fruit and other organs of the tree with respect to differences in genotype, environment, and management. Then we developed a conceptual framework for how the growth and development patterns of individual organs interact and ultimately determine patterns of carbohydrate partitioning in trees. The following are the guiding principles that have evolved from our attempt to logically model the partitioning process.

1) A tree is a collection of semiautonomous organs and each organ has a genetically determined, organ-specific developmental pattern and growth potential.

2) The genetic growth potential of an organ is activated or deactivated by endogenous and/or environmental signals.

3) Once activated, genetic growth potential interacts with current environmental conditions (temperature, light, water status, nutrients, etc.) to determine conditional organ growth capacity.

4) Realized organ growth is a consequence of conditional organ growth capacity, total free resource availability (assimilates and nutrients), and inter-organ competition for those resources.

5) Inter-organ competition for resources is a function of location relative to the sources of carbohydrates, organ sink efficiency, and organ microenvironment.

The remainder of this paper will be devoted to discussing each of these five guiding principles and how we are attempting to functionally integrate these principles in a simulation model.

1) A tree is a collection of semiautonomous organs and each organ has a genetically determined, organ-specific developmental pattern and growth potential.

Although much emphasis is often placed on considering plants as highly integrated organisms, the concept of semi-autonomy among plant organs is not new (Harper, 1980; Sprugel et al., 1991; Watson and Casper, 1984; White, 1979). Indeed, the primary morphological features used to distinguish one plant species from another are at the organ or sub-organ level (i.e., leaf or fruit shape and size, floral characteristics, etc.), not at the whole-plant level. Furthermore, although variation exists, the developmental patterns and growth rates of individual organs under specified environmental conditions are predictable (Dale and Milthorpe, 1983; DeJong and Goudriaan, 1989a; Grossman and DeJong, 1995b; Pavel and DeJong, 1993) and relatively easily modeled, even though overall plant form is highly variable, especially in trees. Although tree pruning and training can drastically alter the shape of fruit trees, they generally have virtually no effect on individual organ characteristics other than what can be explained by changes in the local microenvironment of those organs.

2) The genetic potential of an organ is activated or deactivated by endogenous and/or environmental signals.

The semiautonomous nature of individual organs is further demonstrated by the fact that individual organs on a tree can be experimentally activated by manipulating factors that stimulate growth of those organs independently from processes occurring in other organs in other parts of the tree. For instance, exposing individual buds on a branch to rest-breaking treatments will induce budbreak, while similar buds on other parts of the tree remain inactive (Chandler, 1942). Similarly, removing the apical meristem on a shoot will promote the activation and growth of lateral buds on the remaining part of the shoot, while buds on other shoots are unaffected (Harris, 1983). Although the exact mechanisms of the environmental and/or endogenous signals that activate organ growth are not fully understood, the primary site of activity is clearly at the organ or sub-organ level.

3) Once activated, current environmental conditions and genetic growth potential interact to determine conditional organ growth capacity.

Although often overlooked, ambient temperature is probably the single most important environmental factor influencing organ growth. The importance of temperature is related to the strong dependence of respiration on temperature. Since all real plant organ growth is dependent on enzyme activity, and plant respiration generally has a Q10 of about two in the midrange of normal ambient temperatures (Amthor, 1989; Grossman and DeJong, 1994a; Pavel and DeJong, 1993), conditional growth capacity is highly dependent on temperature. That other environmental factors such as water status can also have a substantial effect on organ growth is well documented (Bradford and Hsiao, 1982). Extension growth of peach shoots has been successfully modeled by considering temperature and dynamic changes in shoot water status (Berman and DeJong, 1997a). Although fruit growth is often thought to be quite sensitive to plant water status, one should distinguish between growth in fresh vs. dry matter since the former is much more sensitive to water status than is the latter (Berman and DeJong, 1997b). Obviously, nutrient status also can play a role in influencing conditional organ growth capacity because certain nutrients are required as constituents for the growing organs. However, N-availability can also influence developmental patterns in fruit (Saenz et al., 1997).

4) Realized organ growth is a consequence of conditional organ growth capacity, total free resource availability (assimilates and nutrients), and inter-organ competition for those resources.

Once the conditional growth capacity of an organ is determined by all of the specific genetic, endogenous, and environmental conditions, organ growth should proceed if the tree has enough resources (carbohydrates) to support that organ’s growth and the growth of all other competing organs. If the tree does not have enough carbohydrate to support the conditional growth capacity of all organs, then the growth of an individual organ will be a function of its ability to compete for available assimilates with other organs. Much research in our laboratory has been focused on studying this inter-organ competition for assimilates by manipulating organ numbers and describing and quan-
tifying the growth responses of other organs. Peach trees (and other synchronous blooming species) are well suited for these studies because fruit numbers can be manipulated early in the season with no subsequent stimulation of additional new reproductive sinks. This research has demonstrated that: 1) the conditional organ growth capacity of peach fruits can be described by relative growth rate functions (DeJong and Goudriaan, 1989a; Grossman and DeJong 1995a, 1995b; Pavel and DeJong, 1993); 2) realized growth of individual organs is substantially affected by organ numbers, presumably because of inter-organ competition (DeJong and Grossman, 1995; Grossman and DeJong, 1995b); and 3) when inter-organ competition is reduced by decreasing the number of growing organs on the tree, the realized organ growth rate reaches the conditional organ growth capacity as predicted by relative growth-rate function analysis (Grossman and DeJong, 1995b). Furthermore, there appears to be competition between vegetative and reproductive organs (Grossman and DeJong, 1998), and the competitive ability of a fruit varies with development stage (DeJong and Grossman, 1995).

5) Inter-organ competition for resources is a function of location relative to the sources of carbohydrates, organ sink efficiency and organ microenvironmental.

Once we obtained this level of understanding about the growth activities of individual organs and their importance in determining the carbohydrate partitioning patterns in plants, the remaining problems involved understanding the nature of inter-organ competition for assimilates. Before discussing inter-organ competition for resources directly, one should distinguish between apparent and actual competition and note that competition may be limited because of temporal separation in the developmental patterns of various organs. If whole-tree carbon budgets are calculated at the end of the season, various types of organs may appear to be in direct competition with one another for available carbon. But when the seasonal patterns of growth of individual organs are analyzed, direct competition between different types of organs is often found to be limited by temporal separation of growth activities. For instance, one organ type may have growth concentrated at one time during the season while another organ type may grow primarily at another time. An example of this is rapid leaf and shoot expansion growth early in the growing season and rapid Stage III fruit development later in the season in the traditional peach cultivars (DeJong and Grossman, 1995; DeJong et al., 1987). However, in some cases, breeding programs involving economically driven selection pressures have served to intensify inter-organ competition, as in the selection of early-maturing peach cultivars by altering periods of peak fruit growth (DeJong et al., 1987; Grossman and DeJong, 1995a).

Periods of rapid root growth in fruit trees reportedly are generally out of phase with shoot and fruit growth (Atkinson, 1983; Cockcroft and Olsson, 1972; Head, 1967; Williamson and Coston, 1989). Although the differences in the timing of root growth are generally assumed to be consequences of competition (Williamson and Coston, 1989), the potential role of developmentally determined growth patterns is unknown.

Another possibility for a functional limitation of direct competition between potentially competing organs may be temporal separation between growth activities on a diurnal basis. Since respiration and growth are highly dependent on temperature, the pattern of relative temperature exposure of above- and below-ground organs may function to limit the competition between these two organ types. The fact that the tops of trees generally experience a much broader range of temperatures than the roots, with aboveground parts usually being warmer than roots during the day and cooler at night, could have significant effects on assimilate partitioning between these organ types. If the number of aboveground organs that a tree can support is a function of the number that can be supported at peak carbon demand (i.e., the warmest part of the day), then competition for carbon between the above- and below-ground parts of the tree would be minimized during the coolest part of the day, when activity of aboveground parts is reduced by lower temperatures while temperatures of below-ground parts remain relatively high. Although the current PEACH simulation model does not take into consideration the potential influence of diurnal patterns of above- and below-ground temperature on carbon partitioning, work is ongoing in this area.

Another factor that may influence competition for resources among organs is organ location relative to the source of carbohydrates. There is ample evidence that fruit on a well-lit area of a branch or tree compete more effectively for carbon than those in shaded areas (Barratt et al., 1987; Southwick et al., 1990). However, the importance of sink location relative to sources is less well documented when comparing competition among organ types other than roots. Work with apple (Malus domestica Borkh.) and citrus (Citrus sp.) clearly indicates that root growth is substantially reduced in response to heavy cropping (Heim et al., 1979; Lenz, 1979). However, it is difficult to factor out the “sink distance from the source” effect for aboveground organs in the PEACH model because the collective demands of all canopy-organ types are pooled. Thus, a distance function cannot be considered since fruits, shoots, and small stems are located together in the overall canopy. In the current model, the distance function with respect to the trunk and roots is considered by arbitrarily assigning the roots a lesser priority for available carbohydrates. This, however, is not conceptually satisfying and more research is needed to address this issue.

Perhaps the most interesting, yet least understood, aspect of inter-organ competition for assimilates is organ sink efficiency (Farrar, 1993). Although fruits are generally considered to be among the most efficient sinks on fruit trees, the mechanisms governing that efficiency are not well understood (Bustan et al., 1995). Furthermore, physiological, biochemical, or anatomical studies of sink activity are difficult to translate into partitioning schemes at the whole-plant level. To further complicate matters, the relative competitive abilities of sinks change during peach fruit development (DeJong and Grossman, 1995). Research on the factors that govern organ sink efficiency is clearly needed and may provide a key to manipulating carbon partitioning in fruit crops.

Although the carbon partitioning module of the current PEACH model is still relatively crude and involves several approximations and assumptions, the exercise of developing a sink demand–based partitioning scheme for peach trees has forced a systematic analysis of how carbon may be partitioned in trees. This analysis has resulted in a conceptual framework that should be useful for future studies of dry-matter partitioning at the whole-tree as well as the organ level. Perhaps the most important concept to be learned by horticulturists who are not specifically studying partitioning is that partitioning of dry matter may be simply the outcome of organ developmental patterns and inter-organ competition for resources within the plant, rather than being governed by some “centralized decision-making process” that allocates dry matter within the plant. Based on this concept, dry-matter partitioning does not direct the growth of the tree but is the result of the growth and development of the organs that make up the tree.
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